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The Widow Hobbs Revisited
By Teddy Goodrich, PRA Historian
“Well behaved women rarely make history”
More than twenty years have passed since I wrote my first article about the Widow Hobbs. Her story then led
me on a merry chase, and the chase has continued, on and off, in these intervening years. I’ve been able to add
to her story, but the most tantalizing questions about the wealthy, attractive widow who chose to live in a cabin east of Pine Ridge remain unanswered. She had no children, no surviving family to tell her story. We only
have a scant collection of comments about her, taken from interviews that were done sixty plus years ago. One
man remembered that she always had beer for the men. Another, observing that she wore expensive jewelry,
called her the “diamond widow.” A neighbor remarked that the cowboys on the McDermott Ranch “beat quite a
path to her door.” The same neighbor, when asked if the rumors about her were true replied, “My dad could
have told you. He hauled her back and forth to and from the train depot in Madrone many times.” Yet another
man called her “quite a gal.”

The Widow Hobbs at Madrone
Soda Springs about 1910

Estelle Hazel Whiteside was born May 12, 1869 in Santa Cruz, California to Hannah and Robert Whiteside.
She joined an older sister, Libby, and brother, Edward. Eventually there would be a third sibling, Jennie. By
1880 the family was living in San Jose, but shortly after, Robert and Hannah separated. He moved to Los Angeles and remarried. Hannah moved to Seattle with Estelle, 16, and Jennie, 14, where she operated “lodgings.”
Estelle reappeared in San Jose in the late 1880s with a new name, Estelle Westfall. She was alone. Was she
the Widow Westfall? I searched in vain for a husband.
Meanwhile her mother had remarried and Estelle purchased her mother and her new husband a stock ranch
in the hills east of Milpitas. When that venture failed, she bought them an orchard on Denio Avenue in Gilroy.
That enterprise failed as well, as did her mother’s marriage. She then bought a house for herself on Seventh
and Washington Streets in San Jose, and shortly after, she married Louis Hobbs.

The house still has a large yard
with a carriage house and a
small orchard

Continued on page 3...
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The Widow Hobbs Revisited, continued...
Louis Hobbs was born in Ohio in 1861 and arrived in San Jose in the late 1800s, about the same time as Estelle. Lou Hobbs was a saloon man, and he was very popular with a certain segment of the local population,
appearing often at sporting events, boxing and wrestling matches and horse races. He was also a frequent
guest at dinners feting influential members of San Jose society. In 1902 he purchased The Louvre saloon on 53
North First Street. The saloon was considered “up to date in every respect.” It featured an ice room in the
basement to keep beer kegs cold, a free lunch, an apartment for private parties, and in the back of the saloon,
small curtained rooms for patrons who wanted complete privacy. The walls featured paintings by ADM
Cooper, the “Rembrandt of the saloon nude,” among them, the Arena Scene from Quo Vadis. *
The following incident is best described in the words of San Jose Historian, Jack Douglas. “In early March of
1903, the notorious hatchet wielding saloon smasher, Carry Nation, stopped in San Jose on her tour of California cities. . . . . her advance agent, Mr. G.R. Ray, approached local saloon keepers and offered money to them if
they would allow Mrs. Nation into their premises. . . . . Apparently such a ploy was offered to Louis Hobbs, the
proprietor or San Jose’s Louvre Saloon. Mr. Hobbs said later that he had warned Ray not to bring Mrs. Nation
into his place, as he didn’t serve women and he made no exception for celebrities.”
Sunday afternoon, “Proceeding up North First Street, she was followed by . . . . a crowd of onlookers who were
hoping to see the Hatchet Lady in action. As they approached the Louvre Saloon, famous for the many paintings of half-clad ladies by our own A.D.M. Cooper, Carry stood by the door where her manager, allegedly,
warned her not to go in. The crowd now took over, taunting and cheering, and shoved her through the door.
The infuriated Louis Hobbs broke through the crowd, cursing Carry and assaulting Ray. Carry bravely threw
herself between the two men, but not before Ray was struck several times in the face, breaking his nose. . . . .
The crowd . . . proceeded to break up the bar, and it was left a mess.” **
Estelle Westfall and Louis Hobbs were married on August 15, 1904. Their marriage certificate gives their ages,
Louis, 40, Estelle, 30. He was 43, Estelle was 33.
On March 1, 1909, “for her maintenance and support and because of (my) love and affection for her,” Louis conveyed to Estelle various properties he owned in Santa Clara County. Louis died just five weeks later. Cause of
death: cirrhosis of the liver. He was 48 years old.
For a while, Estelle and her mother lived in the home she had shared with Louis. She sold it in June, 1910.
Meanwhile she purchased 72 acres offered for public sale at Deer Horn Springs. By this time, Estelle had assumed responsibility for caring for her mother. Perhaps she decided a move to the country was best for her
mother’s health, and Hannah spent several years at Deer Horn Springs with Estelle. She died in San Francisco in 1917
The cabin was built so the porch faced Blue Ridge and received the morning sun. She planted a vegetable garden and fruit trees, and kept chickens, a cow, and several horses. A neighbor sold her stove wood and hay,
brought her chicken feed and took her to and from the train depot in Madrone.

Estelle Hobbs’ cabin at Deer Horn
Springs.

Continued on page 4...
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The Widow Hobbs Revisited, continued...

Ross Adams driving four horse hitch
on a sled loaded with 400 feet of ¾ inch
pipe, baled hay, bedding, and food. The
pipe was used to bring water from the spring
to the Deer Horn Cabin.

In October, 1913, Estelle married Howard Brown, and they lived at least part time at Deer Horn Springs until
October, 1918. Estelle sold her property to Rhoda Coe in 1919.
Who was Howard Brown? Howard Brown sold attachments for Fords and other “touring cars,” the Brown
Truck Attachment. The advertisement claimed it could turn a “touring car into a “splendid, serviceable truck.”
Advertisements for the attachment can be found in newspapers 1917-1918, followed by a number of advertisements for used attachments 1918-1925. Impossible to trace, he simply disappears. We don’t know if Estelle
became a widow again, was divorced, or simply moved on.

Between 1920 and 1926 she is mentioned four times in the Monterey County voting record, three times as a
housewife, once as an auto dealer, but neither she nor Howard Brown are in the 1920 or the 1930 federal census.
Around 1935 she married again, to Bert Charles Eaton, a retired carpenter. In 1940 they are living on South
8th Street in San Jose. Bert died in Santa Cruz in 1943; Estelle died in Richmond in 1948.
There is very little to indicate someone once lived at Deer Horn Springs. After Henry Coe’s death, hunters tore
down the cabin for firewood. For years an apricot tree bloomed each spring near what was Estelle’s front door.
The tree is now long dead, but years ago volunteer Jim Mason and I took some seedlings that sprouted under
it and planted them by the ranch house as a tribute to the woman who was known as “quite a gal.”
*This is a family publication. If you are curious, you may Google A.D.M. Cooper and the Arena Scene from Quo
Vadis.
** Jack Douglas: Historical Highlights of Santa Clara Valley, pgs. 38,39
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Hollywood
Hollywood is a common shrub or small tree that grows in southern
Oregon, down through California, and into northern Mexico. It's
common in the hills surrounding Los Angeles, particularly in a bustling little community northwest of downtown L.A., – Hollywood. In
many places the plant is better known as toyon or Christmas Berry.
The plants resemble holly, with their prickly-edged, smooth, evergreen leaves and their bright red berries, which become ripe in the winter and are often used for holiday
wreathes and other festive décor. In the early 1900s, collecting toyon for Christmas decorations became so widespread that a law was passed making it illegal to pick toyon on public lands and on private land without the
owner's permission.
American Robins, Cedar Waxwings, and other birds devour the berries, and the berries are also eaten by coyotes, bears, foxes, and wood rats. The fact lots of other animals eat the berries without ill effect might temp you
to use them as a convenient trail-side snack. Best to resist. The seeds inside the berries contain cyanide, which
is highly toxic to humans. As the berries ripen, they lose some of their toxicity, but they'd still be likely to make
you feel sick. Native Americans dried and cooked the berries to make them edible.
If you decided to grow toyon and planted their seeds in the winter, the next spring all you'd have is a collection
of dead seeds. Many years ago, on my commute to college, I noticed what looked like a large toyon orchard, with
plants growing in long, straight, tidy rows. I couldn't imagine why someone would grow so many toyon plants,
maybe to make Christmas wreaths? My curiosity began to grow. Then one morning, having a little spare time, I
stopped at the "orchard" one morning to get a better look. The plants were growing below staked wires that
stretched across the field; it was a long-abandoned vineyard. Then I noticed that several robins with bulging
bellies were perched on the wires, and I surmised that their bellies were full of toyon berries. Later, after a bit
of research, I learned that toyon seeds must be scarified before they can become viable, in this case by the acid
in the stomach of birds. What an effective method to get your seeds dispersed.
The name toyon comes from the Spanish interpretation of the Ohlone word for the plant tottcon, Ohlone being
the Native American group that inhabited the San Francisco and Monterey bay areas. The scientific name of
the plant is Heteromeles arbutifolia. Heteromeles means different apple, for the miniature, apple-like berries,
and arbutifolia means having leaves like Arbutus unedo, the Spanish madrone.
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Virginia Opossum

Creatures of Coe

By Joseph Belli

There’s no animal in Coe even remotely similar to the Virginia opossum (Didelphis virginiana). Captain John
Smith, writing from the eastern seaboard in 1612, offered one of the earliest accounts, describing them as having the head of a pig, tail of a rat, and the size of a cat. He might have added the pouch of a kangaroo, but the
western world wouldn’t learn of kangaroos for another century. The curious beast Smith described is the only
marsupial found north of Mexico.
People associate marsupials with Australia, and for good reason—the continent hosts over 250 different species. But marsupials didn’t originate in the land down under. Recent evidence points to them emerging in, of
all places, North America.
North America of that time, 125 million years ago, was vastly different from the contemporary continent. It
was situated farther south, and much of it was
tropical. If you time-traveled back to Cretaceous
-era Kansas, you’d definitely get the feeling you
weren’t in Kansas anymore. It was connected to
Eurasia as part of Laurasia, one of two super
continents, located just north of Gondwana, its
counterpart, which consisted of South America,
Africa, India, Antarctica, and Australia. The
distance between the two was at times so meager that some marsupials were able to swim
across the gulf between the two land masses.
Marsupials found Gondwana more to their liking. They fared well in South America, and still
do; outside of Australia, South America is a secondary hotspot for marsupials, with 120 species.
But in order to reach Australia, marsupials
needed to pass through the forests of Antarctica, which sounds like a journey conjured from
the imagination of Tolkien. By the time the continents split and drifted toward their current
locations, marsupials were firmly entrenched in
Photo by: Jeff Jones
their promised land, and for almost 50 million years, they had Australia to themselves.
Meanwhile, in North America, early marsupials all died out, as placental mammals arose and prospered. Marsupials would not return until 3 million years ago, after the Isthmus of Panama linked North and South
America. That allowed mammals to move between the two continents, but it was not an even dispersal—South
America received many more species than it sent north. The cat, bear, raccoon, and weasel families all arrived
in South America from the north, along with rodents, rabbits, horses, llamas, and elephant-like Gompotheres,
which disappeared at the end of the Pleistocene. In return, North America got armadillos, porcupines, giant
ground sloths (regrettably extinct), and opossums. The Virginia opossum, despite its primitive appearance,
had only recently evolved, and was the only opossum to spread north of Mexico. By the time colonists reached
the east coast, the Virginia opossum was found throughout the southeast, the Midwest and plains, and the
mid-Atlantic. They were stymied by cold winters in the northeast and upper Midwest, and by aridity and elevation in the West.
There’s also a considerable opossum presence along the West Coast, from San Diego to Vancouver. Those
‘possums didn’t migrate north from Mexico, nor did they cross the Rockies and the deserts of the Southwest.
As contemporary philosopher Jose Canseco once said, the cat is out of the hat: the Virginia opossum is a nonnative species in the West. That comes as a surprise to most people, who assume opossums have been here for
eons. They haven’t.
Continued on page 7...
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Virginia Opossum continued…
Multiple sources claim opossums got their start in California, in San Jose no less, something they have in common with Krazy George, Nikki Sixx, and the Doobie Brothers. J.R. Kocher, a jeweler in downtown San Jose,
imported seven opossums from Tennessee in 1910, several of which “escaped.” The first wild specimens from
the area were taken along the Guadalupe River in 1914.
That explanation is overly simplistic. Legendary wildlife biologist Joseph Grinnell documented numerous releases in the Central Valley, Bay Area, and southern California from 1870-1930. Since opossums don’t wander
great distances, multiple releases must have occurred for opossums to spread as widely and as quickly as they
did. More interesting than where opossums got their West Coast start is why. What accounted for the turn of
the century opossum craze?
Opossums have a long cultural history in the U.S., especially in the South. They were trapped for their fur,
which, though of marginal value, could bring in a fair amount of money given their abundance. They were also
hunted for food. Opossum as cuisine never caught on elsewhere, but it was commonplace in the South. I’ve
never partaken, but descriptions characterize the meat as slightly greasy and rather bland. That didn’t stop
the Beverly Hillbillies, while fans of 90s music—1890s, that is—might recall a ragtime piece called Possum
and Taters. You won’t find that covered by Pearl Jam or Counting Crows.
Whatever the reasons, opossums are now firmly established in California. While the deserts are too dry, and
the mountains too cold and snowy, the valleys and foothills suit them very well. If you pay attention to road
kill, you won’t be surprised to learn that opossums are plentiful in town. In fact, they probably do better there
than in much of Coe. I suspect they’re more plentiful on the west side of the park, especially at lower elevations like Hunting Hollow. Their primary habitat needs are access to water and shelter, and while they do best
in woodlands, suburbs often provide ideal conditions.
Since they’re highly nocturnal, you have a better chance of seeing opossums in your headlights while driving to
or from the park than hiking. If you do come across one on the trail, don’t expect it to play possum—it usually
takes physical contact to trigger that reaction, and, as 2020 has not so gently reminded us, it’s not a good idea
to handle wild mammals. Opossums are just as likely to bite as to feign death, and though not as closely associated with rabies as skunks or raccoons, they have fifty sharp teeth.
Another trait associated with opossums is large litters, and females are often seen carrying their brood on
their back. Marsupials are born altricial—underdeveloped compared to placental mammals. At birth, opossums are the size of bees, barely able to climb to the pouch and latch on to a nipple. They mature rapidly, and
females can breed at six months old. They can also raise two litters per year, but there’s a tradeoff with fecundity, for animals with large litters live short lives. Most opossums don’t make it to three years, many becoming
victims of cars, bobcats, dogs, coyotes, and owls.
Another factor behind their success is a broad diet. Opossums eat just about everything, from garbage to insects to eggs to fruit. They’ll chomp down on snakes, and are apparently immune to rattlesnake venom. They
wander around alone throughout the night, seemingly at random, yet they don’t cover much distance, returning to hollow logs or whatever burrows they can find to wait out the day. They have a prehensile tail, but they
don’t often make use of it. They also have an opposable digit, a “thumb” on their hind feet, yet they don’t dig or
manipulate objects with it. It seems that with such qualities they’d be more athletic, yet while they can climb,
swim, even dive, they do nothing fast. On the other hand, unlike many non-native species, they’re not invasive—opossums don’t seem to have a negative impact on any native species. That might just be their most impressive attribute of all.
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Volunteer Work Days - Trails Assessment
By Susan Ferry - Environmental Scientist, CA State Parks
Photos courtesy of John Lyle
With the new Diablo Range District has come new resources for the park as well as minor changes to staff responsibilities. Natural Resources (Susan Ferry) is now responsible for maintaining roads and trails, and the
maintenance department (Rich Winklebleck) will be working on the springs at Coe. These are areas where the
park can certainly use our volunteer work force assistance, so we have begun weekly volunteer workdays every
Wednesday, and the last Saturday of every month.
Our first trail workday was held on October 21st at Hunting Hollow. Since the park has been closed for some
time, the trails needed to be assessed. We therefore decided to have volunteers hike, bike and ride the trails in
those areas that were not burned. If management decides to do a partial re-opening of the park, we would like
to see Coe’s trails ready for public use.
This first workday had possibly one of the largest turnouts ever. We had 19 hikers, 7 bicyclists and 5 horseback
riders. Everyone was either assigned or given the opportunity to choose a pre-designated route to check, then
report back to staff any issues that need to be addressed. With only a few trees down and some minor tread
work needed, the trails out of Hunting Hollow are in great shape!
Our next workday on October 28th was again assessing trail conditions, this time up in the HQ area. Fourteen
hikers checked 7 different routes throughout the unburned areas of the park, again reporting only a few issues
with trees down and some minor brushing needed.
Trail assessment workdays will continue, now headed into the “black”, or burned areas of the park. This will be
more challenging as work crews need to get deeper into the park. Also, the fire has created many hazards that
need to be mitigated, such as stump holes and falling trees.
We will also return to the areas where issues with the trails have been reported, clearing trees and brushing,
then working on tread problems once we get a bit of rain to soften up the soil. Staff with chainsaws and hedgers will be joining the volunteers to help out with the bigger jobs.
Stay tuned for many future opportunities to help in the park. Feel free to contact Susan with any questions at
susan.ferry@parks.ca.gov.

Continued on page 9...
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Volunteer Work Days - Trails Assessment, continued…
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Diablo Range Hand Crew Work at Henry W Coe SP
By Wes Gray, Natural Resource Manager
The California fire season of 2020 has been historic with every measurable fire indicator reaching unprecedented levels. The SCU Fire burned
55,000 acres of Henry Coe State Park in August of 2020. The fire was
stopped in Henry Coe, largely thanks to a back burning operation that
used existing roads as the fuel break. This prevented a lot of heavy equipment damage that would have to be repaired. Overall, given the large
scale of the SCU Fire, Cal Fire did an excellent job on minimizing impacts
to resources, however there still are many items on the suppression repair
list. The resources that normally would have been assigned to suppression
repair after the active fire was controlled were immediately re-directed to
other critical active fires around the state. State Parks in consultation
with Cal Fire decided to take on some suppression repair tasks at Henry
Coe because Cal Fire resources were stretched so thin and many of the
tasks were time sensitive, needing to be done before the rainy season.
Diablo Range District put together a 12 person hand crew on 10/6 –
10/8/20 an addressed the follow tasks.
Park crew working on Steer Ridge

10/6 – Steer Ridge hand line – (Scott Soares) This was put in as a contingency line and was originally going
to be the start of the back burn, fire behavior changed and Cal Fire was able to move the line up to Coit / Wasno Road, leaving this area green/green. The normally drivable section of Steer Ridge Road was graded, the
last mile heading into Hunting Hollow was improved with a Hand line. The whole crew spent all morning pulling in the berms and spreading material to return the hand line to a trail. This area extremely steep.
Wagon Road berms - (Scott Soares) The outside of Wagon Road was scraped with a grader blade or a dozer
to widen the road as a fuel break. This berm was pulled in by hand and started
10/7 – Wagon Road blade berm – (Scott Soares) Work was completed that was started on previous day.
Wasno Road blade berms – (Scott Soares) the same as Wagon Road with the road being widened with a
blade. The crews pulled with material back to restore normal contours.

Park crew working on Wagon Road

Completed work – All berms pulled and material spread out
Continued on page 11...
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Diablo Range Hand Crew Work, continued... .
Jackson Road hand line – (Scott Soares) Another hand line was found on
Jackson Road that followed the ridgeline, this area was rehabbed by pulling
berms and spreading material.
10/8 – Kaiser Aetna Road dozer lines by County Line Road – (Scott
Soares) Early in the fire, Cal fire tried to stop the fire at County Line Road.
This dozer line was attempt to cut off the switchback section on the road. After not finding a good line and realizing the fire was already past County
Line Road, this section was abandoned but dozer tracks remained, the area
was black on black. The main part of the crew worked on re-habbing this area, pulling berms and spreading material to restore natural contour.
Type 6 Rollover – (Susan Ferry) One of the Cal Fire engines rolled over on
Hobbs Road and had to be pulled out with a dozer. The area was not badly
damaged but needed to have the tracks raked over and material spread back
to contour.

Crew pulling berms on dozer line

Excavator Rollover – (Susan Ferry) One small excavator with a masticator head rolled off the road on Poverty
Flat Road. The area was not too bad but needed to have
the tracks raked over and material spread.
Blue Ridge Hand line – (Susan Ferry) There was
small hand line put in around Mt Sizer that had to be re
-habbed by pulling berms and spreading material.

Type 6 rollover site

Crew returning from Kaiser Road dozer line

Continued on page 12...
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Diablo Range Hand Crew Work, continued... .

Base of Steer Ridge before

Base of Steer Ridge after

Steer Ridge Trail after - widened line was reduced
back to trail width

Hand line fully re-habbed
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Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation
By Rich Winklebleck, Park Maintenance Supervisor
It has been quite a busy couple of months for Henry W. Coe with the beginning of suppression repair. Springs
rehabilitation has commenced, staff and our faithful core of Volunteers have begun the colossal effort to renew
the burnt out spring boxes and defunct systems. Scouting damaged springs has also started. The need to assess developed springs in the burned over areas in Coe is a tough but equally rewarding assignment. The information from scouting will give us greater perspective of damage, materials needed, and manpower needed
to rehab springs. In addition, this will provide us opportunity for more extensive documentation of the springs
and spring systems in Henry Coe.
Live Oak Springs Damage Assessment:
Early on in the identification process, the Live Oak Springs system was established as the most crucial spring
to assess. Field reports coming from Hollister Hills Senior Environmental Scientist Scott Soares put a number
of trees down in the Live Oaks Springs area. When I was finally able to assess Live Oak Springs in person
with Volunteer Art Pon, the damage to system was astronomical. Upon first arrival, the number of trees down
made is it near impossible to access the springs itself. The trough and tank were covered with trees and completely inaccessible too. We managed to cut through to the springs and conduct an assessment.

Trees down at Live Oak Springs

Upper Live Oak Springs burnt out

Upper Live Oak Springs is a year round spring and the sole provider of water to Pacheco Camp. Surprisingly,
even in its burnt out state the flow of water emitting from the springs discharge pipe was substantial. As you
could surmise the spring box was a total loss and needed a complete rehab. As we traced the PVC line down
below the springs is became clear that the feed to the tank would have to be rehabbed as well.
Continued on page 14...
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Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation, continued...
Lower Live Oak Springs is a seasonal seep that feeds the trough on the road leading up to Live Oak Springs.
As one might imagine it suffered the same fate as Upper Live Oak since the spring box was comprised of an
old wooden box with a rock lining. Much like the upper spring the flow was not greatly affected by the total
loss of the box but the supply line to the trough was compromised by tree failure. We did manage to get a temporary line established to feed the upper spring into the lower and get the lower spring feeding into the trough
once again.

Broken line between spring and trough

Lower Live Oak Springs damage

The full extent of the damage was not assess all in one day due to the large amount of trees covering the majority of the system. Luckily, the Hollister Hills Trail Crew led by Scott Soares and Abraham Gomez where
able to make quick work of the trees and clear the site. The Hollister Hills Trail Crew has played a crucial role
in getting rehab off the ground by clearing roads and dispatching hazard trees. These efforts have made travel
in Henry Coe much safer for staff and volunteers post fire.
Once the trees were removed, it was clear that the top side of the Live Oak Springs system was a total loss. All
the lines from the springs to the trough and tanks where completely burnt or broken from fallen trees. The 550
gallon tank that creates the head pressure to feed Pacheco Camp was a total loss and so was the platform it
sits on. As we traced the water line from the spring towards Pacheco Camp we found that any area where the
PVC line was exposed to the surface there was varying level of fire damage.

Continued on page 15...
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Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation, continued...
As we continued to trace the Live Oak Springs water line down to Pacheco Camp the amount of work that will
need to go into this rehabilitation was becoming more apparent. Once in Pacheco Camp it was apparent that
we had lost at least 90% of the Live Oak Springs water system. The line that feeds the large tank in Pacheco
camp was a complete loss as well as the trestle that supported the water line. The metal tank that had now
been through two fires had failed and the platform supporting the tank had burnt. Both inflow, out flow and
over flow had all been compromised in due to the fire. Fortunately, all the troughs in Pacheco Camp were
spared and there was no significant damage to the piping feeding the troughs. With the assessment of this one
system complete, it was time to start the rehabilitation.

Live Oak Springs water tank

Scorched Live Oak Springs water line

Pacheco Camp upper tank and Live Oak Springs water line

Pacheco Camp lower tank

Continued on page 16...
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Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation, continued...

Lower tank over flow

Lower tank out flow

Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation:
The first order of business in the Live Oak Springs rehabilitation was to remove all burnt and damaged material. Piping, tank platform, tank and burnt spring box material all needed to be removed from the site. Once
all material was cleared Park staff brought in the lumber, tank and piping to begin the rehab. Art Pon, Sue
Dekalb and Coe Maintenance Staff did a masterful job releveling the peer blocks and building the new tank
platform. Getting the new 550 gallon tank in place was one of our first mile stones in the project. It was the
first tangible representation of renewing this resource, but only one of many obstacles that needed to be hurdled. It was the consensus view that the water tank should be in place first to collect the spring water still
flowing from the upper spring. It was then diverted to feed the tough adjacent to the tank.

Live Oak Springs new platform and tank
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Continued on page 17...

Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation, continued...
Next course of action was the rehabilitation of the burnt upper and lower spring boxes. All the burnt material
was removed from the upper spring and was sized to accommodate the new spring box. Volunteers and staff
were also able to assess the spring boxes outflow pipe and make a few improvements. The new wooden spring
box was built, then carefully lifted and placed onto a new bed of rock. Once the spring box was placed, the
team was able to connect the new thick, flexible poly line that now ran from spring to tank. That gave us ability to snake the supply line through the terrain with ease.
The lower spring box was more heavy lifting but an easier task. The majority of rocks where removed from the
spring box and the outlet was assessed. Then staff carefully restacked the rocks to channel the water from the
seepage to the outlet. Prior to the spring box rehab the 2-inch line that runs from the lower box to the trough
was repaired because of the excellent flow we were getting from the “seasonal” seep. The final touch was the
trestle that supports the water line coming off the hill from the spring that leads to the water tank. Then a few
tweaks at the trough and the rehab of Live Oaks Spring proper was complete.

New upper Live Oak Springs box before install

Lower Live Oak Springs box post rehab
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Continued on page 18...

Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation, continued…
The next task on hand was scouting, inspecting and repairing the water line that runs from Live Oak Springs
down to Pacheco Camp. This proved to be a tedious task of back and forth from one up stream location to another. There were constant repairs and blockages that the Volunteers had to troubleshoot. One day the team
would have water at a certain point in the line and the next day it would be dry but after a week’s worth of
effort, water was at Pacheco Camp. This was truly means for celebration but there was one underlying problem: we needed a new water tank to store this water. During the fire, the steel tank at Pacheco Camp had ruptured on the bottom rendering it useless. Volunteers and staff where able to push the defunct tank up slope
enough so we could place the original tank where the old tank used to reside. This made connecting the remainder of the downstream system a breeze. Next volunteers constructed a wooden curb to retain the gravel
base that would support the tank and wire mesh was installed to prevent rodent intrusions.

Old tank and new curb ready for gravel

The day the new tank was placed was a marathon day. Volunteers were out early fixing an overnight failure in
the waterline, and staff was in San Juan Bautista loading up on the 1½ yards of gravel needed for the bases.
After a 2 hour ride from San Juan into Pacheco Camp the gravel was dumped into the curb and a Viberplate
was used to compact the rock pad. Staff also brought in more lumber to rebuild a trestle to support the rehabbed supply line to the new tank. The new tank is a 2500 gallon poly tank that is 8 feet wide by 8 feet tall.
Luckily, the dump truck we were using had a bed that was just able to accommodate the mammoth tank. With
brand-new lift gate loading and unloading the tank was done with ease, but getting the tank into position took
the whole crew of five.
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Live Oak Springs Rehabilitation, continued…

Now that the tank was in place, the new trestle will need to be built, and the new supply line from Live Oak
Springs will be installed. Further, the tank over flow that feeds the trough at Pacheco Camp will need to be
connected and the new supply line from the tank to Pacheco Camp’s water system will need to be installed. By
the time this report is published all these tasks will be completed and a full rehabilitation of Live Oak Springs
water system will be complete. Thank you to my staff and the group of volunteers: Art Pon, Sue Dekalb,
Lynne Starr, Dan Healy, Linda and Jodie Keahey, for all the hours and effort put in rehabilitating this amazing resource.
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Spotted at Coe
By Susan Ferry - Environmental Scientist, CA State Parks
[This edition we are adding a new section to the Ponderosa, Spotted at Coe. There are numerous game cameras
set around the park and Susan Ferry will be sharing some great pictures of Coe’s wildlife in their natural habitats. This quarter, bobcats are our leading stars.]
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In Memorium - Dr. Anne Sanquini
By Heather Ambler and Dave Waldrop

It is with great sadness we announce the passing of our friend and fellow Coe volunteer, Anne Sanquini. Anne
passed away at her home on the evening of November 1 st after a two-and-a-half-year courageous battle with
cancer.
Many of you knew Anne as a Coe uniformed volunteer, avid hiker, and geologist but you may not have known
she had a 30-year career in the high tech industry working for the 3M Company in Minnesota as well as several Silicon Valley companies in various roles in marketing and culminating in her role as Vice President and
General Manager of Mentor Corporation.
After retiring from her high tech career, she quickly become bored in retirement. She became interested in
geology while taking a class at West Valley College and enrolled at San Jose State University to complete a
Masters in Geology followed by a PhD at Stanford University.
While a PhD candidate at Stanford, Anne studied earthquake hazards in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal, a
very active seismic area. She discovered that simply making the people there aware of the hazards was not
enough to persuade them to incorporate safer building codes and practices in their construction. Pulling on
her past experience in marketing she partnered with the Nepal Department of Education and a local nongovernmental organization to research and test methods to convince local schools to strengthen their construction.
She was in Nepal working when a magnitude 7.8 earthquake hit. The hotel she and her team were in at the
time survived the quake but when the team emerged from the hotel, they found many buildings had been destroyed though a nearby schoolhouse that was under construction using newer earthquake resistant standards
had survived.
Continued on page 22...
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In Memorium - Dr. Anne Sanquini
Anne was a long-time friend of Coe Park as is her husband, Richard. She became a Coe Park Uniformed Volunteer in 2019. Even though her time as a Uniformed Volunteer was short, it was very sweet, clocking up over
600 hours in her first year. At every chance she would introduce visitors to the geology of Coe in a way that
everyone could enjoy. She led many Geo-Nature Meetup hikes, and was gaining quite a following! Those of
you who were lucky enough to be on the trail with her, will no doubt remember: “Chert!” “Chert!” “Chert!” She
also led several geology classes for volunteers and produced a virtual geology tour of Coe Park with Dr. Ellen
Metzger of San Jose State University for the public.
If you wish, a donation may be made in her memory to geohaz.org/donate or to acterra.org/donate-now.

New PRA Members
We are pleased to welcome the new members listed below. Thank you for your support.
We need your help to keep our membership list current and accurate. If you have any questions regarding
your membership or to let us know of any change of address, please contact us.
Stacy Wolny, Campbell
James Pace, Gilroy
Tyler Phelps and Tess Evan, Oakland
Email: membership@coepark.net
U.S. mail: 9100 East Dunne Avenue, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
http://coepark.net/pineridgeassociation/join
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The Ponderosa is a quarterly publication of the Pine Ridge Association. The PRA’s mission is to enhance and
enrich the public’s experience at Henry W. Coe State Park through education and interpretation. Articles and
artwork relating to the natural history, history, and management of the park are welcome. Also, interested in
volunteering? Email John Thatcher, jthatcher1201@gmail.com.
Please send submissions and ideas to the editor at: PRAnewsletter3@gmail.com
Deadline for the next issue: January 31, 2021
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